
CBS drops movie 
evaluation plan 
after leak 
Project analysis based on 
one paragraph description 
is scrubbed after details 
were obtained by producers 

CBS officials said last week they had aban- 
doned a system used in the evaluation of 
TV movie ideas because the details got 
out, making it possible for creative types to 
beat the system, so to speak, by concoct- 
ing story concepts to meet its specifica- 
tions. 

The system is called TAPE, for televi- 
sion audience program evaluation, and is a 

service of the British firm TAPE Consul- 
tancy Ltd. CBS -TV has been using it for 
the past five years. Basically, TAPE takes a 

proposal for a movie -a one -paragraph 
story line, say -and analyzes it in terms of 
elements in successful, or unsuccessful, 
movies that have appeared in recent years. 
Those concepts that score highest are 
deemed likely to have the widest audience 
appeal, and CBS program executives have 
taken these results for use -along with a 

number of other considerations, officials 
emphasize -in deciding which movie con- 
cepts should be developed. 

The problem, after it got out, was that 
the system necessarily assigns compara- 
tive values to various program elements, 
including program type, plot and the race 
or ethnic origin of the principal characters. 

Thus, according to a memo written to 
help new CBS program executives in 
Hollywood, the weight given a movie pro- 
posal may be "reduced if any of the 
central characters are other than white 
Americans." American blacks, Mexicans, 
Jews or Italians are deemed the most 
desirable ethnic characters; characters 
from foreign countries, least desirable. A 
white, Anglo -Saxon male is said to be the 
main character with probably the best 
chance of appealing to the largest number 
of viewers, and his chances improve -as 
do any main character's -if he is a "little 
guy" fighting the establishment. Chances 
are lowest for a protagonist who is "some- 
one with a superior intellect who can out- 
wit somebody without even soiling his 
hands." In general, blue collar is good; 
serious music composer is not. 

Program types thought to be most 
widely appealing include war movies set in 
World War I1, and thriller -class action -ad- 
venture films, such as one dealing, for ex- 
ample, with "a plain girl who has plastic 
surgery and then sets out to kill all the 
men who ever rebuffed her." Placed at the 
bottom of the list in program appeal are 
such formats as musicals, science fiction 

Warner's library. Warner Communications Inc. won't be acquiring rights to its old library, 
after all. That's bad news for MGM /UA, current holder of rights to pre -1950 Warner Bros. 
product. which had hoped to realize over $100 million from sale to WCI in deal that would 
have included United Artists music operations as well (BROADCASTING, June 28). MGM /UA 
could certainly have used cash -it's outstanding bank debt, following recent 
restructuring of credit lines, hit $670 million. In June, when proposed purchase was 
announced, MGM /UA Chairman Frank Rothman emphasized that reduction of debt was 
"primary goal" of company- with monies from sale to WCI to be employed to that end. 
Word now from MGM /UA is that it expects to find another buyer for both library and music 
operations. 

Weather flap. John Coleman, on -air weatherman for ABC's Good Morning America and 
president of The Weather Channel cable program service, was perturbed last Monday eve- 
ning (Aug. 2) when GMA executive producer Sue Winston informed him that 30 seconds 
would be shaved off his 7:30 a.m. appearance on Tuesday's GMA program to make extra 
room for special segment. Coleman refused to do Tuesdays show altogether, forcing net- 
work to go with Glenn Burns, weatherman with wse -ry Atlanta. Dispute was apparently 
shortlived, however, as Coleman was back on air following day. 

Italian peacock. Coming off relationship for Marco Polo mini -series, NBC and Italy's RAI 
now have formed multiyear pact for program sales, cooperative ventures and information 
exchange. Deal includes first choice for RAI of NBC programs; mutual production 
assistance in news, sports and other programing,and collaborative radio effort on classical 
music. Deal is through NBC International distribution arm. Earlier this year, CBS 
Broadcasting International made deal with Italia Uno, Italian commercial network owned 
by Rusconi Communications Group (BROADCASTING. April 26). 

Marketing venture. OC Productions and Klein & have formed joint venture to create and 
develop custom syndicated marketing /promotional concepts and campaign packages for 
radio stations. Packages will include original music. TV spots and sales presentations. 

movies and films centering on classical 
composers or others in the arts, the theory 
being that audience interest in such figures 
is not overwhelming. As for settings for a 

drama, a fantasy island is good, Great Bri- 
tain is bad. 

CBS officials said last week that even 
before the details leaked out, they were 
not comfortable with parts of the formula, 
particularly the assignment of values to a 

character's occupation, ethnic group and 
sex. But that feeling became moot when 
details of the formula leaked out. They 
were not sure how it leaked, but it leaked. 
Some Hollywood producers and agents got 
hold of the supposedly internal memo 
highlighting the formula, and started com- 
plaining about CBS's basing program 
development decisions on it. 

CBS programers replied that the infor- 
mation from TAPE was only one of several 
variables considered in making decisions. 
With the formula in circulation, however, 
executives concluded that for practical 
purposes it had become useless and the 
contract with the British firm should not 
be renewed. 

"It was intended for after -the -fact 
analysis of movie ideas that had been sub- 
mitted, but since the formula has become 
known, it is potentially capable of being 
put to before -the -fact use" by people try- 
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ing to come up with movie ideas simply on 
the basis of getting the best possible TAPE 
score, David Fuchs, vice president and 
assistant to the president of the CBS/ 
Broadcast Group, said in explaining the 
decision to abandon it. "But that doesn't 
mean that we have abandoned the idea of 
concept testing," he added. "We think 
concept testing is valid, and we're looking 
into other ways of doing it" 

Katz pulls out 
of programing 
Former president of Katz Program 
Development to form Bennett Group; 
first project will be entertainment 
and information live series 

Katz Communications, New York, has 
folded the Katz Development Corp., 
formed more than a year ago to develop 
first -run television programing through a 

consortium of TV stations and producers. 
Stepping in the void is Alan Bennett, who 
has resigned as president of Katz Program 
Development to form The Bennett Group, 
New York. 

Dick Mendelson, executive vice presi- 




